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I am replying to Dr. Robin Chapman's critique regarding Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in my paper 
"Powersums representing residues modp k, from Fermat to Waring" in Computers and Mathe- 
matics with Applications, Vol. 39 (March 2000), pp. 253-261. 
On  Theorem 3.1. [Divisors r > 1 o fp  2 - 1 have r p-1 ~ lmodp 3] 
I thank Dr. Chapman for his correct comment on a gap in the proof, in the special case 
of extension component r"  in B3 having (r't) p ~ 1 modp 3, which for some primes can occur, 
e.g., p -- 11. In fact, this case is mentioned in the paper, to illustrate the concept of 'critical 
precision' Kp in Lemma 3.1(c)--(see further "On Theorem 3.2"). The theorem (as conjectured 
due to 2 p ~ 2 modp 2 for all primes under 109 except for only two primes: 1093 and 3511) in fact 
follows directly from a more general result, to appear in a forthcoming short paper on primitive 
roots of unity, divisors of p 2 - 1, and a result related to Fermat's Small Theorem modp 3 (based 
on two positive integers r, s to be determined by their product and sum, so all cofactor pairs 
rs -- p2 _ 1 have distinct sums r + s). 
Hence, only trivial divisor r -- 1 is in core A3, while all other (proper) divisors are outside 
core A3, so r p ~ r modp 3. Subgroup 'core' Ak of order p - 1 in fact generalizes Fermat's Small 
Theorem to precisions k > 1. Although Theorem 3.1 may not be necessary for an existence 
proof of Theorem 3.2, the above result is useful for a constructive proof, giving details of the 
representations. 
On  Theorem 3.2. [Each residue modp k is the sum of at most four pth power residues 
(k > 2, prime p > 2)] 
The critique refers to a result of M. Bhaskaran (1969) on a similar theorem for p-adic integers 
(as the sum of four p-adic pth powers). However, it was J. F. Voloch (Acta Arith. 90, pp. 91-95, 
(1999)) who was triggered 'with initial disbelief' by my result (via newsgroup sc i  .math), and 
then discovered Bhaskaran's work in a literature search. Viewed as residues modp k in the limit 
k --* inf, p-adics are not helpful to derive results on finite precision sums of pth power residues 
modp k. Here: pair sums (Theorem 2.1), while triple sums (Lemma 3.2) cover all 'divisors of zero' 
{rap} modp k for k > 2. Subgroup Fk -- {n p} ofp  th powers in units group Gk has order [Fkl = 
[Gk[/p = (p -  1)p k-2. Asymptotic p-adics do not suffice to analyse the set of residue pairsums 
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Fk + Fk (finite k), where the concepts of 'critical precision' and 'core' Ak : {np = n} modp k of 
order p - 1 are essential. 
The critical precision Kp (Lemma 3.1(c)) concerns 'core increment' polynomial d(n) = (n + 
1)q - n a of even degree q - 1 (Lemma 2.1) where q = pk-1 _~ ]Bkl, its symmetry being preserved 
modp k for k >_ Kp, with (p - 1)/2 distinct residues of d(n) modp k [0 < n < p]. For most primes 
Kp = 2, however, Kp equals 3 for p = 11 (and 4 for p = 73, etc.). The critical precision plays 
a role in the intermediate r sults derived in the paper, especially Theorem 2.1 on all pairsums 
of core residues to be distinct, and pth power pairsums (FLT modp k) to cover half the units 
group Gk only for precisions k >_ Kp. And although p-adic theory might suggest each subgroup 
to sum to zero, we have )-],~{n E Bk} -- ~-~x(xp + 1) -- IBkl -- pk-1 modpk. 
Clearly, Dr. Chapman ignored these aspects in his comment on Theorem 3.2. Of course, p- 
adic number theory may suggest research for integer results. However, my motivation was a 
positive (generative) interpretation of the well-known FLT (Fermat's Last Theorem) inequality, 
which is a negative result: no pairsum of pth powers yields a pth power (for prime p > 2). 
This 'anticlosure' suggests pth powers to be a powerful set of additive generators of the integers 
(regarding Waring's powersum representation problem). For residues modp k of any precision 
k _> 2 they seem to be the best possible generator set. It would be interesting to know of other 
efficient additive generator residue sets, with comparable short representation length (4) and a 
high Iclosurel/Igeneratorl ratio. 
